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Abstract
We introduce and justify a taxonomy for the structure of markets and minimal
institutions which appear in constructing minimally complex trading structures
to perform the functions of price formation, settlement and payments. Each
structure is presented as a playable strategic market game and is examined for
its eciency, the number of degrees of freedom and the symmetry properties of
the structure.
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1 The Properties of Money
In conventional economic theory there are three well-known properties of money.
They are:
1. A means of payment,
2. A store of value
3. A numeraire.
There is a fourth property which can be seen when exchange is modeled as a
playable game. That is:
4. Money as a way to distinguish agents.
The nature of the strategic actions an agent can take with respect to money
may dierentiate one agent from another. In particular government, private nancial
institutions such as banks and private natural persons have dierent actions they can
take with respect to money. Agents are thus distinguished by the dierences in their
strategy sets with respect to their actions involving the creation and utilization of
money.
2 The Approach Adopted
Why do the economies of societies utilize a money? Why is value attached to nearly
worthless paper or to an individually valueless abstraction? Is it merely the force of
the state as Knapp (1905) suggests? How important is the technology of trade and
the role of the settlement mechanism? How are the two networks of trade and of
clearance and nancial settlement related?
2Barter has been more or less replaced in modern economies by a system of trade
involving the existence of markets for the exchange of goods and services for a sym-
bolic good called money or for some form of money substitute. The goods and service
markets are highly decentralized and, in general, clear individually. The money and
credit instruments which are accepted in payment in the goods and service markets
are for the most part accepted as appropriate stores of value by law, custom and
credit check and, for the most part are sent by the markets (retailers, wholesalers
and other trading posts such as auction houses) to the clearinghouses, banks, and
other nancial agencies which make up the credit evaluation and nancial clearance
system for the economy.
In the approach adopted here we attempt to dene playable games portraying
competitive markets together with their payment and clearance systems. In adopting
a physical and nancial engineering approach our aim is to be able to oer a way to
make precise distinctions in monetary and nancial payments mechanisms that are
otherwise dicult to treat.
In this essay the stress is on the economics and institutional aspects of trade. In
a companion essay (Smith and Shubik, 2003) we relate these observations and the
solutions to the strategic market games to phenomena encountered in physics. In par-
ticular we show that an important distinction in physics, between locally and globally
dened symmetries, arises in the solution of market games in the same mathemati-
cal form. In all cases symmetries reect the presence of apparent strategic degrees of
freedom, which actually have no eect on allocations. When these are locally dened,
it is possible for agents individually to factor them out of decision making, and arrive
at the noncooperative equilibria of the game. When they are globally dened, they
are under the control of noone, and the uncertainty they create for each agent can
make it impossible for the economy to arrive at any pure-strategy equilibrium.
2.1 Minimal Mechanisms
We are concerned with the minimal level of complexity at which a phenomenon of
interest appears. This relatively imprecise statement will be claried in Section 4 in
examining the simplest mechanism for producing a market price.
2.2 Playable Games
The phenomena of money and nancial institutions are essentially associated with
dynamics. Trade is carried out by two interlinked networks that are usually consid-
ered as one; but are fruitfully worth considering as separate, but interlinked. They
are the market network and the payments network. The rst deals with the sale and
purchase of goods and services and the second deals with the credit evaluation and
the nature of the means of payment and settlement of accounts that accompany the
trade.
In this work we represent the activities of trade and settlement by the means
of fully dened playable games. Our concern is with games that can be played in a
3laboratory or classroom. This provides a useful debugging criterion to make sure that
features that appear in the economic dynamics, are fully dened. These include items
such as the specication of what constitutes a bid or oer, when and why bankruptcy
or default conditions must be specied or how to specify what happens in a market
where there are bids but no oers (mathematically, division by zero).
2.3 Dimensional Analysis, Conservation and Degrees of Freedom
Because it is so easy to become confused in attempting to model situations where all
individuals can issue their own IOU notes we purposely adopt an approach whereby
every nancial instrument may be regarded as a poker chip of a dierent color. We
are concerned with how and where they are created and destroyed; what is conserved
and what bounds behavior in the system. A useful tool in checking the validity of the
equations in the system and in counting degrees of freedom is dimensional analysis.
This will help to clarify the role of apparently innocent assumptions concerning the
selection of a numeraire and means of payment.
2.4 The Games within the Game
The complexity or simplicity of the model being examined depends considerably
on the question being answered. If we are concerned with economic anthropology
or history our concerns may be with the emergence of governmental and economic
institutions. If we are concerned with shorter horizons, institutions may be assumed
to be given.
The economy lies within the polity and the polity lies within its society. The time
frame of the phenomena being studied is often critical in determining what aspects
of the setting of the context for the game are stressed. In particular, if (as is implicit
in our analysis here), the time frame is short, it is reasonable to treat institutions as
given and the role of government parametrically here rather than treating government
as an active strategic player.
3 The Jevons Failure of the Double Coincidence of Wants
Jevons (1875) provided a critical example illustrating the problems with barter. He
considered three individuals trading in three commodities. He was able to select
conditions to show that barter with utility improvement after each exchange was not
sucient to bring about optimal trade.
A simple illustration of his observation can be shown by considering 3 individ-
uals, each with a utility function of the form f(xyz) with initial endowments given
by (1;0;0), (0;1;0) and (0;0;1). It is easy to observe that when we consider only
pairwise trade (as is envisioned in barter) there is no motivation for a single round of
trade. If there were three markets, where in each market individuals could bid IOU
notes in exchange for one of the three commodities, optimal trade could be achieved
with one simultaneous action by all. This however would also require a centralized
4clearinghouse which would perform the credit evaluation of the notes and the netting
of the bids and receipts. The appropriate default laws together with a courthouse are
needed to resolve default, if the clearinghouse is unable to clear. These institutions
are needed to provide the functions of credit evaluation, and settlement of contract
in the case of failure. There may be many dierent institutional arrangements that
provide these functions. The provision of the functions is a logical necessity; the form
of the specic institutions required may depend on ne details and institutional hap-
penstance. We explore the structure and properties of several nancial mechanisms
and consider how they might inuence the strategic freedom of the individuals and
the intrinsic symmetry of the roles of the individuals in the underlying economy.
The simple exchange economy described above is completely symmetric and should
have a symmetric outcome. In this essay we examine many variations of trading mech-
anisms applied to an extension of this simple model where there may be n goods and
n types of trader and where there may be r traders of each type. We can then observe
the inuence of competition on the solution as r becomes large.
In our analysis we contrast the generalized Jevons example with the situation in
which all individuals own a general supply of all commodities, i.e., we consider both
the extended Jevons' example aI,which we denote by aspec. (A ve good example is
shown in Table 1 and a more general endowment (a
j
i) denoted by agen.)1
a 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 a 0
0 0 0 0 a
Table 1:
It is worth noting that in a modern economy the model where an individual has
only one good or service for sale is probably closer to reality than the model where
she has endowments of all of the goods and services for sale.
4 Strategic Market Games and Payment Systems
In the past few years, one of us together with several colleagues (Shubik, 1999a,b) de-
veloped a set of games called strategic market games. They are fully formulated games
which can be played, simulated and analyzed. They serve to contrast a game theory
and gaming approach to the functioning of competitive markets for the exchange of
individually owned economic goods and services with the general equilibrium anal-
ysis (see Debreu, 1959) The stress in the formulation of strategic market games is
1If all a
j
i = a and utilities are the same there will be no trade, but a shadow price can be
established.
5upon the explicit formulation of the mechanisms for trade: in other words, upon the
complete denition of the state space or the outcome set.
A strategic market game for traders i 2 N, with endowments ai 2 
m and utility
functions ui : 
m ! R, is dened by specifying the market structure M and the
strategy sets Si for each i 2 Ni.
Under fairly weak assumptions indicated below, it can be shown that nonco-
operative equilibria exist for all of the class of games described above (Dubey and
Shubik, 1978), where the participants in the markets use only simple messages. The
conditions required are:
(A) Each ui is concave and nondecreasing in each variable.
(B)
P
i2N ai > 0.
(C) For any (j;k) 2 M, there exist at least two traders who have positive endow-
ments of j and desire k, as well as two traders who have positive endowments
of k and desire j. (A trader i is said to desire commodity j if ui is a strictly
increasing function of the jth variable.)
4.1 The Simplest Price Formation Mechanism and the Sell-all Game.
In Section 2.1. we noted the concept of a minimal mechanism. Here we provide
an example of the minimal price formation mechanism. The dimensions of price
are the amounts of Good A oered in exchange for the amounts of Good B. The
simplest game we can construct that will produce a price is one that has a single
simultaneous move by all traders. In particular this guarantees that there are no
strategic contingencies. A move and a strategy by all participants are identical.
Assume that there are n traders trading in m+1 goods, where the m+1st good
has a special operational role, in addition to its possible utility in consumption. We













We emphasize that ui need not actually depend on xm+1
i ; the possibility of a at
money is not excluded.
The general procedure is for the traders to put up quantities of the rst m goods
to be sold, and simultaneously to put up quantities of the m+1st good to buy them,
all at prices determined by the market-wide supply and demand for each good.
Price Formation. The prices now emerge in a natural way, as a result of the
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